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To Our Community
It’s been another productive year at the Gehr Center!

Just two years since our founding, we have:

 • Developed a core group of full and part-time faculty and affiliates (see a list of our team  
  members on the final page of this report).

 • Forged partnerships with health systems on the USC campus, as well as CareMore,  
  AltaMed, and the Los Angeles County Department of Health Services.

 • Organized a popular annual Gehr Student Innovator program for USC health  
  professional students.

 • Brought prominent healthcare leaders to speak on campus.

 • Written timely health policy perspective pieces, including those published as part  
  of the Gehr Center blog series.

 • Earned intramural and extramural grants, and published high-impact research  
  in peer-reviewed journals.

Still, 2017 was bittersweet as we lost our Founder, David A. Goldstein, MD. On page 3 of this 
report, we offer a tribute to David and his transformative work at USC. In the years ahead, 
we hope to carry on David’s legacy, as well as the legacy of our benefactor, Mr. Norbert Gehr, 
whose gift makes our work possible.

Cheers to another year of health system improvement in Los Angeles!

Michael Hochman, MD, MPH  
Gehr Center Director 
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Norbert Gehr
Norbert Gehr arrived in New York City from Brazil in July 1960 as a teenager, with the dream of 
success and a few hundred dollars. He travelled across the United States to Southern California, 
where he took up residency and attended Santa Ana College and UCLA.  In 1965, at age 24, Mr. 
Gehr pursued his dream by using the modest proceeds from the sale of his car to start a small 
distribution business, selling industrial supplies nationwide to contractors over the phone. He 
hired, trained and supervised commissioned salesmen and distributed his products out of a 
small storefront in the San Fernando Valley. 

Through his drive, determination, hard work and perseverance, Mr. Gehr grew his business, 
hired more sales people and moved his expanding operations to downtown Los Angeles.  In 
1975, Mr. Gehr established his own manufacturing facility, producing extension cords and 
other wire and cable products. Competing with industry giants like General Cable, Woods Wire, 
Leviton Industries and others, he continued growing his operations and in 1986 relocated his 
businesses to the City of Commerce, east of downtown Los Angeles. In the same period, Mr. 
Gehr founded Gehr International and Gehr Development. 

After 50 years since its inception, The Gehr Group has become a diversified multinational 
holding company headquartered in Los Angeles, California. Its principal business units are 
engaged in international trade, real estate, manufacturing, wholesale and distribution.  In 2016, 
through the Gehr Family Foundation that he established, Mr. Gehr made a generous donation 
to Keck School of Medicine faculty member Dr. David Goldstein to establish the Gehr Family 
Center for Health Systems Science.
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A Tribute to David A. Goldstein, MD
Below is an excerpt of remarks by Gehr Center director  
Michael Hochman at USC’s tribute to Dr. Goldstein on October 24, 2017.
As I was thinking about what to say today, I realized that David has done more than perhaps 
anyone else to advance Health Systems Science at USC, yet he was never a Health Systems 
researcher.

David was a well-respected researcher in his own right. He was a nephrologist and published 
numerous papers on ion channels and related topics. Yet David’s true passion was caring for 
patients. David understood as well as anyone what being a doctor is about. He realized that 
knowing the right thing to do medically is only a small piece of the puzzle. At least as important is 
how one delivers that care to actual patients. David was passionate about figuring out new and 
better ways to do this, with the aim of creating a first-rate experience for patients.

According to David, the key was almost always getting the little things right. David believed that 
medical clinics should answer patient calls within three rings, because as he used to say, anything 
more than that is interminable for someone seeking medical care. This simple but critical insight 
is what led a group of us – led by David – to apply for a grant to develop an enhanced call center 
at LAC+USC Medical Center. We named it the Galaxy program, because David had become a 
big fan of the Galaxy soccer team. Through the program we were able to demonstrate that it is 
possible to provide safety-net patients with a high level of service, similar to what patients in our 
USC private practice experience.

David was also dogmatic about the importance of calling patients immediately with their labs 
and other test results. When faculty would complain about how hard it is to do this, David would 
ask us to put ourselves in the patient’s shoes, waiting for the result of a test that would indicate 
whether or not a serious disease was present.

In sum, David wanted to fix our healthcare system, one problem at a time. Many of the processes 
of care here at Keck and LAC+USC have David’s fingerprints all over them.
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Vision: 
To accelerate the adoption of high-value healthcare through science, advocacy, and education.

Mission: 
We strive to improve healthcare delivery in Los Angeles and nationwide through three central 
activities:

 1) Delivery Science: We aim to bridge the gap between scientific best practices and  
  “real-world” healthcare delivery through research.  To do this, we collaborate with  
  health systems to implement best practices in care delivery and evaluate these efforts  
  using rigorous standards.  Specifically, we are interested in working with health systems  
  to determine how best to improve care quality, equity and efficiency.

 2) Evidence Based Advocacy: We synthesize knowledge in healthcare delivery to translate  
  research into action.  To do this, we communicate about healthcare delivery to providers  
  and other stakeholders. We also develop tools that will help healthcare systems  
  improve their care models (e.g., developing evidence summaries, tool kits, scorecards  
  and commentaries).

 3) Education: We train healthcare providers and students interested in becoming clinical  
  healthcare delivery leaders.  We also aim to create a network of individuals who are  
  interested in exchanging ideas about healthcare delivery within our community.

Guiding Principles: 
The following principles guide the focus of our scientific, advocacy and educational efforts:

 • Promote improvements in the quality, equity and efficiency of healthcare delivery  
  and the health of populations.

 • Promote initiatives that will be sustainable in “real-world” settings.

 • Decrease health disparities through care delivery improvements that are effective in  
  the health safety net. 

 • Produce scientifically important findings offering generalizable lessons.

 • Engage members of the Los Angeles community in care delivery improvements.

 • Train the next generation of healthcare delivery thought leaders.
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Highlights 2017
 • We changed our name to The Gehr Family Center for Health Systems Science! See 
  perspecti ve piece by Gehr Center director Michael Hochman, MD, MPH on the term 
  “Health Systems Science” in the December 2017 issue of Healthcare: The Journal of 
  Delivery Science and Innovati on.

 • Gehr Center student Jay Bhati a published a perspecti ve piece in the June 13, 2017 issue 
  of the Journal of the American Medical Associati on ti tled, “Value-based payment 
  models for community health centers: � me to (cau� ously) take the plunge?”

 • Sonali Saluja, MD, MPH won a presti gious career development award (K-award) from 
  the USC Clinical and Translati onal Science Insti tute to study access to care among 
  Medicaid recipients in Los Angeles County following implementati on of the Aff ordable 
  Care Act.

 • Albert Farias, PhD, MPH won a USC James H. Zumberg Faculty Research and Innovati on 
  Fund Diversity and Inclusion Grant to support his project: “Assessing racial/ethnic 
  dispari� es in quality of care among Medicare colorectal cancer survivors.”

 • Welmoed Van Deen, MD, PhD, earned a team-building grant from the USC Clinical and 
  Translati onal Science Insti tute to study the design of performance dashboards in the 
  healthcare setti  ng.

 • Rusha Modi, MD, published a TedEd talk explaining how stomach ulcers form.

 • Gehr Center faculty, led by Sonalil Saluja, MD, MPH, began overseeing the medical  
  student health policy curriculum for the Keck School of Medicine. 
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“The Gehr Speakers Series has been inspirational … giving us insight into the world outside of academic 
medicine.” Greg Taylor II, MD 

 
“I make it a point to attend the Gehr Center speaker series whenever I can. The Gehr Center has brought a 
remarkable array of well-established experts in health care delivery covering topics that spanned systematic 
approaches to challenging clinical problems to the impact of institutions and politics on whole systems of 
care. The Gerhr Center speaker series is a real driver of rigorous discourse on the critical healthcare issues 
of our day.”  Ron Ben-Ari, MD 

 

Mark Ridley-Thomas 
“The State of Health Care Reform in Los Angeles County” 

Castulo de la Rocha 
“The Role of Community Health Centers in our Health Care 
System” 

 Sachin Jain 
“The CareMore Model: Caring for High Risk/High Cost Patients” 

Steffie Woolhandler & David Himmelstein 
“Health Reform 2.0” 
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Educa� onal Programs
 • Over the summer, the Gehr Center sponsored its second annual Student Innovator program, a 
  six-week summer opportunity for health professional students and undergraduates at the 
  University of Southern California, to conduct a mentored health services project while receiving 
  training in quality improvement and health system leadership. This year, 14 students completed 
  the program

 • Gehr faculty now direct the “Gehr/Schaeff er Health Policy Educati onal Series”, the general 
  health policy curriculum for medical students and the Keck School of Medicine.

Gehr Students meet with the owners of a local corner store about a Center for Disease Control project aimed at promoti ng healthy food 
opti ons in low income communiti es (left ) and with Yousef Turshani, MD, the Chief Medical Offi  cer at UMMA community clinic (right).

“Being part of the Gehr Student Summer Program was the opportunity of a lifeti me. As a medical 
student who was launching a student-led research project, I was looking for a source of support 
and mentorship that would help the project reach its potenti al. Thanks to the support of the Gehr 
Family Center for Health Systems Science, the project has fl ourished. Being part of the summer 
program gave me the opportunity to spend much-needed dedicated ti me to help launch the 
project while meeti ng on a regular basis with my Gehr faculty mentor. I think that this made all 
the diff erence. Further, the summer program gave me the opportunity to interact with peers who 
have similar interests and allowed me to build friendships with them. Also, obtaining educati onal 
sessions on health policy from the various Gehr Faculty has helped enhance my medical educati on. 
And having exposure to healthcare leaders was inspiring, educati onal and moti vati ng. Overall, I 
think that being part of the Gehr Student Summer Program was the best way to spend my fi rst 
summer of medical school.”
 -Andrea Banuelos Mota, USC Medical Student

“What I really liked about this summer program is that it allowed me to see things in a diff erent 
perspecti ve. I never considered administrati on as a career choice but listening to the leaders we 
met with over the summer helped me realize that no one really plans for this career path, you just 
need to be open to it.”
 -Tiff any Do, USC Pharmacy Student
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